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Abstract

Linear interpolation is the standard image blending method used in image compositing. By averaging in the
dynamic range, it reduces contrast and visibly degrades the quality of composite imagery. We demonstrate how to
correct linear interpolation to resolve this longstanding problem. To provide visually meaningful, high level control
over the compositing process, we introduce three novel image blending operators that are designed to preserve key
visual characteristics of their inputs. Our contrast preserving method applies a linear color mapping to recover
the contrast lost due to linear interpolation. Our salience preserving method retains the most informative regions
of the input images by balancing their relative opacity with their relative saliency. Our color preserving method
extends homomorphic image processing by establishing an isomorphism between the image colors and the real
numbers, allowing any mathematical operation defined on real numbers to be applied to colors without losing its
algebraic properties or mapping colors out of gamut. These approaches to image blending have artistic uses in
image editing and video production as well as technical applications such as image morphing and mipmapping.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation

1. Introduction

Image compositing [Bri99] is the process of combining
component images to make an integrated composite image.
Compositing is a basic user task in image editing and video

† Contact: Mark@eyemaginary.com
http://www.eyemaginary.com/compositing

production. It is a full time occupation for many artists work-
ing with digital media. Composite creation involves image
matting, selecting the component image parts to combine,
and image blending, applying the right technique to combine
them. Interactive image compositing has two primary uses:
image cloning (cut-and-paste) places mostly opaque image
components one over another whereas image mixing (cut-
and-combine) merges mostly semitransparent image compo-
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nents together. Image cloning relies on very accurate image
mattes whereas image mixing benefits from specialized im-
age blending operators and can often use far simpler image
mattes. Most research related to interactive image composit-
ing has focused on image cloning, facilitating such tasks
as extracting a foreground object from its background and
pasting it into another image without revealing any seams.
Though modern image compositing systems provide pro-
ductive tools for image cloning, they do not address some of
the aesthetic challenges posed by image mixing. Our work
presents novel image blending operators designed for image
mixing in image and video editing systems. We aim to create
composite images that preserve the key visual characteristics
of their component images. Our work reformulates the lin-
ear interpolation operation used in standard image composit-
ing, showing how to better account for contrast, color and
salience with only a moderate amount of extra computation.
Compared to classical methods [BA83, PD84] for color im-
age blending, our techniques exhibit superior image quality.
Compared to special purpose methods [PGB03, ADA*04]
for color image blending, which are primarily used for im-
age cloning, our techniques exhibit greater flexibility by be-
ing able to simultaneously blend multiple, independent im-
ages with variable degrees of transparency. Expanding the
repertoire of expressive techniques available to artists, our
methods offer improved, high level control over the appear-
ance of composite images without the need for painstaking,
low level manipulation of the individual image mattes.

1.1. The Problem

The way image mixing is performed [Bri99] has changed
remarkably little since the invention of image compositing.
Linear interpolation, originally used for its computational ef-
ficiency, is still the standard method of blending semitrans-
parent imagery. For all its simplicity, this conventional ap-
proach has a clear drawback. Whenever images are blended
by linear interpolation, the result loses color contrast. Linear
blending causes fading, vivid colors turn dull, highlights and
shadows turn gray, and details are obliterated. Artists com-
pensate by manually adjusting contrast, color, and mattes.

When the components of a composite are mainly opaque,
linear interpolation suffices to soften the transitions between
them. However, what is desirable for antialiasing is not nec-
essarily appropriate for rendering partial transparency. In
the post-production of film special effects, composites may
be constructed from as many as over a hundred image lay-
ers. The composites often need contrast and color correction
even when their components have already been corrected.
A similar problem occurs when using linear interpolation to
render a transition between film sequences. In cinematogra-
phy, this effect is interchangeably described as a cross dis-
solve or a cross fade. When the transition only lasts a frac-
tion of a second, the fading is hardly perceptible. However,
when the transition is prolonged, the poor color contrast of

the intermediate frames becomes apparent to the viewer. Our
techniques serve to integrate automated color and contrast
correction into the image compositing process.

Suppose a composite C is created by merging the fore-
ground A with the background B according to their relative
opacity w which may vary spatially or temporally. The fun-
damental equation of linear image compositing is:

C = wA+(1−w)B for 0 ≤ w ≤ 1 (1)

Linear interpolation outputs a convex linear combination of
its inputs, a weighted sum where the weights are positive
and sum to one. Recall that a nondegenerate linear combina-
tion of bounded, identically distributed signals, with nonzero
mean, cannot simultaneously maintain their expected inten-
sity and their expected variation. In general, linear averaging
reduces variation. Image smoothing by linear interpolation
reduces sharpness, as averaging is applied to adjacent pixels
of the same image. Image blending by linear interpolation
reduces contrast, as averaging is applied to corresponding
pixels of different images. Compared to the visual artifacts
of smoothing, little attention has been paid to the visual im-
pact of blending. Qualitatively, we see that linear interpola-
tion compresses color histograms, enlarging the peak near-
est to the mean whilst shrinking the tails. Quantitatively, we
measure the global contrast of each color channel using its
standard deviation σC as an indicator of the expected color
difference σC =

√
1
2 E[(C1−C2)

2] between a random pair of im-
age pixels C1 and C2. Though the average color of a compos-
ite is the weighted average of the colors of its components,
the same relation does not hold true for its contrast, except in
the trivial case of perfectly correlated components ρAB = 1.
Assuming constant weights, as used in cross dissolve, linear
image compositing inevitably acts to reduce contrast:

σC
2 = w2σA

2 +(1−w)2 σB
2 +2w(1−w)σAσBρAB (2)

σC ≤ wσA +(1−w)σB (3)

1.2. Our Solution

We adapt linear interpolation to the requirements of image
mixing. Without forcing the artist to alter the input images,
we can change three aspects of the fundamental equation (1):
the result, the operators, and the weights. Our contrast pre-
serving method applies a linear transformation to correct the
composite that results from linear interpolation. In effect, the
composite recovers the contrast lost due to linear interpola-
tion. Our color preserving method replaces linear addition
and multiplication by nonlinear operators defined through
an isomorphism between the image colors and the real num-
bers. In effect, the composite maintains strong vibrant col-
ors over subdued neutral shades. Our salience preserving
method calibrates the weights to reflect the relative salience
of the components. In effect, the composite retains the most
salient aspects of each component image. All our techniques
are readily applied to a multiresolution image representation.
As shown in our experiments, effective composites can be
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produced by simply using a constant factor, a smooth gra-
dient, or a rough matte to specify the contributions of the
components. To jointly control contrast, color and salience,
we can composite together the results of all three methods.

2. Related Work

From the advent of photography, images have been com-
bined with images, an artistic technique known as pho-
tomontage [Ade86]. Artistically, photomontage applies con-
trasting images to juxtapose ideas, overlaying images to
express layers of meaning. There is a cinematic conven-
tion of superimposing images to convey thoughts, memo-
ries and dreams. Today, composites have become so ubiq-
uitous that audiences hardly notice their presence. Digital
image compositing stems from Smith and Catmull’s 1977
invention of the alpha-channel [Smi95]. In 1984, Porter and
Duff [PD84] enumerated the fundamental image blending
operators. These ideas are based on linear interpolation and
have shaped the development of computer graphics, becom-
ing part of many image editing systems and storage formats.

Our work addresses the lack of general purpose image
blending models. There are two basic mathematical mod-
els of combining information, averaging and selection, and
two basic physical models of light interaction, absorption
and emission. When averaging linearly interpolates between
pixel values, the composite tends to lose contrast with the in-
clusion of each component. In effect, the composite obscures
fine details. Conversely, when selection keeps the pixel value
with the highest absolute magnitude, with neutral gray at the
origin, the composite tends to gain contrast with the inclu-
sion of each component. In effect, the composite exhibits
spurious discontinuities. If images are treated as stacked
sheets of a light absorbing material, the composite tends to
darken with the inclusion of each component. Conversely,
if images are treated as stacked sheets of a light emitting
material, the composite tends to brighten with the inclusion
of each component. Our image blending techniques instead
place the degree of contrast gain or loss under user control,
without bias in favor of any particular color.

Many previously proposed alternatives to linear interpo-
lation are not suitable for compositing color images. For ex-
ample, applying models of mixing color pigments, such as
watercolors [CAS*97], requires specifying paint parameters
that are normally unavailable in image compositing. A level-
set approach [Whi00] can model shape changes in grayscale
image blending, but does not readily extend to color images.

Image blending can be performed on different image
representations. As images can be described with gradi-
ent fields and boundary conditions, blending can be per-
formed by combining color gradients instead of color val-
ues [PGB03,ADA*04]. However, these approaches may ex-
hibit color artifacts [PGB03] or require additional user in-
put to ensure color fidelity [ADA*04]. They are much more

complicated to implement and calculate than our techniques.
Alternatively, multiresolution image pyramids [BA83] filter
and subsample images into successive levels of detail, allow-
ing each level to be blended independently. Our techniques
are designed for use with image pyramids [BA83].

Image stitching [Sze05] adjoins image fragments with-
out revealing the seams. These methods are generally more
suited for cloning opaque images; our techniques are de-
signed to mix semitransparent images. We use continuous
image mattes to specify component image opacity while
image stitching often starts with binary image masks to
describe the shape of component images. However, linear
interpolation is often used to blend fragments along the
seams. Accordingly, several authors [NOT98,KSE*3,Sze05,
ZLP*06] report blurring and contrast loss.

Image morphing [Wol98] and image based rendering
[SD96] rely on image blending to mix images. In these con-
texts, when user specified image correspondences cannot ac-
count for image differences, such as dissimilar textures, im-
age blending by linear interpolation causes well known fad-
ing and ghosting artifacts [SD96, Whi00]. Our salience pre-
serving blending technique can reduce these problems (Fig-
ure 3). It could also prove applicable to rendering summa-
rizations of video [MB96] and image collections [RKK*05].

3. Method

Our task is to create a composite image Cp from component
images An

p with image mattes specifying their relative opac-
ities 0 ≤ wn

p ≤ 1. Linear image compositing processes the
RGB color channels of each pixel p in the same way:

Cp = ∑n wn
p An

p for ∑n wn
p = 1 (4)

We modify linear interpolation in three ways. To preserve
contrast, we correct the output C′

p. To preserve color, we
change the meaning of addition ⊕ and scalar multiplica-
tion ⊗. To preserve salience, we alter the weights wn

p
′. These

methods complement each other and could be combined.

3.1. Contrast Preserving Image Blending

The goal of contrast preserving blending is to produce a
composite with the same color contrast as its components.
Linear interpolation reduces contrast by compressing the re-
sulting color distribution around its mean. Our method reme-
dies this defect by linearly stretching each color channel
around its mean, so that the composite reproduces both the
average color and contrast of its components. Unlike the
linear color mappings used in image recoloring [RAG*01],
our method recovers color contrast without causing an over-
all color shift. Alternatively, color histogram specification
[GD05] can force composites to reproduce the colors of their
components by setting the composite color distribution to be
a weighted combination of the component distributions. Yet,
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Figure 1: Top: Linear, contrast, color, and salience preserving image blending methods are used to composite three equally
weighted images. Middle, left: Salience preserving pyramid blending is used with simple, user defined opacity maps. Middle,
right: Different image blending methods are applied using gradient opacity maps. Bottom: Different ways to perform a uniform
cross dissolve between a pair of images are compared. The graph illustrates how the contrast and salience preserving pyramid
blending methods better maintain contrast throughout the cross dissolve than linear and color preserving pyramid blending.
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such a restrictive approach can be unsatisfactory: combining
a low contrast, dark image with a low contrast, bright im-
age would result in a high contrast, noisy image. Hence, we
chose to preserve color contrast instead of color distribution.

The standard deviation σn of a color distribution is a
global measure of color contrast. The effect of each pixel An

p

is proportional to its relative opacity wn
p. In this way, trans-

parent pixels wn
p = 0 do not affect the outcome. We find the

weighted mean µn and variance (σn)2 of each component n:

µn =
∑p wn

p An
p

∑p wn
p

and (σn)2 =
∑p wn

p (An
p −µn)2

∑p wn
p

(5)

We also find the weighted covariance σnm between each pair
of components n and m, which is defined so that σnn = (σn)2:

σnm =
∑p

√
wn

pwm
p (An

p −µn)(Am
p −µm)

∑p
√

wn
pwm

p

(6)

The relative contributions wn
p of the component images An

p

to the composite Cp produced by linear interpolation dictate
its weighted variance (σp)

2 at pixel p. In this way, opaque
pixels wn

p = 1 keep their colors unchanged. We calculate:

(σp)
2 = ∑

n,m
wn

pw
m
p σnm = ∑

n
(wn

pσ
n)2 +2 ∑

n<m
wn

pw
m
p σnm (7)

As a result of linear interpolation, the expected color µp at
pixel p of the composite Cp is a weighted sum of the compo-
nent mean colors µn. We want the composite contrast σ′

p at
pixel p to be a weighted sum of the component contrasts σn:

µp = ∑n wn
p µn and σ′

p = ∑n wn
pσ

n (8)

We linearly redistribute composite colors around their mean:

C′
p = τ

σ′
p

σp

(
Cp −µp

)
+µp (9)

The contrast corrected composite C′
p preserves both the color

µp and contrast σ′
p of its components. The desired degree of

contrast enhancement is controlled by the parameter τ > 0,
with default τ = 1. For example, τ = 2 creates composites
with twice the contrast of their components. However, when
τ is set too high, our linear color mapping risks mapping
some colors out of gamut. In practice, our procedure can
often be simplified. If the weighted components wn

p An
p are

known to be independent, then the covariance terms can be
safely ignored, as σnm ≈ 0 for n �= m. If the components have
constant opacities wn

p = wn, as in a uniform cross dissolve,
the contrast correction is the same at each pixel and it can
be calculated directly from the global statistics µp = µ and
σp = σ of the composite Cp produced by linear interpolation.

3.2. Color Preserving Image Blending

The goal of color preserving blending is to produce compos-
ite images that capture the strong, vivid colors of their com-
ponents. Viewers prefer vibrant, colorful images, but linear
interpolation favors dull, neutral tones. In the standard linear

2 to 0

0.5 1 2

Figure 2: Isomorphic image processing: color shift by color
addition ⊕ and contrast change by scalar multiplication ⊗.

model of color mixing, color addition and scalar multiplica-
tion are not closed operations. Interpolation is well defined
but not extrapolation. General linear combinations of colors,
where weights need not be positive or sum to one, can pro-
duce colors out of gamut, leading to irreversible detail loss in
shadows, highlights, and saturated hues. Yet, as addition ad-
justs color and multiplication adjusts contrast, general linear
combinations implement many useful image editing tasks.
They include [HV94] compositing with pure black or white
to adjust brightness, with pure gray to adjust contrast, with a
grayscale image to adjust saturation, and with a smoothed
image to adjust sharpness. For brighter colors and higher
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contrast, artists [PR01, p.366-367] use general linear com-
binations to overweigh the components of a composite.

We propose a novel color algebra. We sacrifice the geo-
metric properties of linear displacement in a color space to
regain the algebraic properties of linear algebra in a vector
space. Our color mixing model sensibly combines arbitrarily
weighted colors without producing colors out of gamut. Up
to the limits of its numerical implementation, it ensures that
image compositing operations are associative and invertible.
Unlike linear interpolation, it favors strong colors over neu-
tral tones. Our operators have the following aesthetic goals:

Color Negation �: Photographic color inversion trans-
forms red, green, blue, and white into cyan, magenta, yel-
low and black. Hence, the negative of a hue is its comple-
mentary hue, the negative of a tone is its inverse tone, and
the negative of neutral gray is neutral gray.

Color Addition ⊕: Similar colors reinforce and dissimilar
colors counteract. Hence, adjacent hues form an interme-
diate hue, like colors combine to become more saturated,
unlike colors combine to become less saturated, comple-
mentary hues and inverse tones cancel out to neutral gray,
adding a light tone lightens, adding a dark tone darkens,
and adding neutral gray to any color leaves it unchanged.

Scalar Multiplication ⊗: Negative factors invert colors,
positive factors less than one reduce contrast by shifting
colors toward neutral gray, positive factors greater than
one raise contrast by shifting colors away from neutral
gray, and a zero factor maps all colors to neutral gray.
Hence, multiplying by half makes all colors more neu-
tral while multiplying by two makes hues more saturated,
light tones lighter and dark tones darker.

We wish to make operations on colors as straightforward
and consistent as operations on real numbers. We show how
any mathematical operation defined on real numbers can be
applied to colors without losing its algebraic properties or
mapping colors out of gamut. Our work extends homomor-
phic [OSS68, JP01] and isomorphic [SP83] grayscale pro-
cessing to isomorphic color image processing. Previously,
homomorphic color processing [Fau79], a forerunner of the
lαβ color space [RAG*01], applied homomorphic process-
ing to each color channel separately, which can lead to
posterization artifacts when combining arbitrarily weighted
colors. We address these limitations of previous methods
by proposing a spherical color model with a parameterized
color isomorphism. We define a continuous, bijective map-
ping F : (0,1)3 →R

3 between colors a,b,c∈ (0,1)3 and real
values x,y,z∈R

3. To implement a color operation b =©T (a),
we map input colors to real values x = F(a), do the mathe-
matical operation on the real values y = T (x), and map them
back to output colors b = F−1(y). Hence, color operations
always result in valid colors, so that the final result of image
processing is guaranteed to be a valid image. As each point
in Euclidean space maps to a unique color in color space and
vice versa, all stages of image processing have an unambigu-
ous visualization. To endow colors with the algebraic struc-

ture of a normed vector space, we use our isomorphism F to
define color addition and scalar multiplication with w ∈ R:

a⊕b = F−1(F(a)+F(b)) and w⊗a = F−1 (wF(a)) (10)

a�b = F(a) ·F(b) and ‖a‖◦ = ‖F(a)‖ (11)

Similarly defined multiplication and division gives grayscale
values the algebraic structure of an ordered field. We com-
posite general linear combinations of images with wn

p ∈ R:

Cp =
⊕

n
wn

p ⊗An
p = F−1

(
∑n wn

pF(An
p)
)

(12)

Our color model is a spherical color coordinate system.
It has neutral gray at its origin, black and white at its poles,
a hue circle at its equator, weak colors on the interior, and
strong colors on the exterior. Spherical coordinates express
perceptual properties: the azimuthal angle denotes hue and
the polar angle denotes tone while the radius measures color
strength. Indicating the darkness of a shadow, the lightness
of a highlight, or the saturation of a hue, a color’s strength
is its distance from neutral gray divided by the maximal dis-
tance from neutral gray of any valid color with the same hue
and tone angles. The zero element of color addition is neu-
tral gray, (aR,aG,aB)⊕ ( 1

2 ,
1
2 ,

1
2 ) = (aR,aG,aB), so that color

negation performs photographic inversion, �(aR,aG,aB) =
(1−aR,1−aG,1−aB). We begin by linearly mapping RGB
colors from (aR,aG,aB) ∈ [0,1]3 to (a∗

R ,a∗
G,a∗

B ) ∈ (−1,1)3.
As it is impossible to define a continuous, bijective mapping
between the closed set [0,1]3 and the open set R

3, we apply
a contraction by ε = 2−6 to turn the closed set [0,1]3 into an
approximation of the open set (0,1)3. For our purposes, this
has a negligible visible effect on quantized color values. For
a rescaled RGB color, the maximal magnitude of its coordi-
nates determines its color strength, as = max(|a∗

R |, |a∗
G|, |a∗

B |).
The direction of its unit vector dictates its hue and tone
angles. To map colors to real numbers, we rescale color
strength using a continuous, bijective color scaling function
fλ : [0,1) → [0,∞). Our mapping of colors to real numbers
x = F(a) and its inverse a = F−1(x) are specified:

(xR,xG,xB) = (a∗
R ,a∗

G,a∗
B )

fλ(max(|a∗
R |, |a∗

G|, |a∗
B |))

‖(a∗
R ,a∗

G,a∗
B )‖ (13)

(a∗
R ,a∗

G,a∗
B ) = (xR,xG,xB)

f −1
λ (‖(xR,xG,xB)‖)

max(|xR|, |xG|, |xB|) (14)

a∗ = (1− ε)(2a−1) and a = 1
2 + 1

2 (1− ε)−1 a∗ (15)

The color scaling function serves to determine color magni-
tude ‖a‖◦ = ‖F(a)‖ = fλ(as) = xs, the vector norm of the
real valued color representation. In color preserving blend-
ing, for vivid colors to dominate neutral tones in color com-
binations, strong colors need to be assigned significantly
greater color magnitude than weak colors. The color scaling
function needs to be strictly increasing fλ

′(a) > 0, convex
fλ
′′(a) > 0, asymptotic fλ(1) = ∞, anchored fλ(0) = 0, and

normalized fλ
′(0) = 1. We apply the parameterized additive

generator of the Frank t-conorm [Fra79], a generalized max-
imum operator used in fuzzy systems theory:
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xs = fλ(as) =
λ−1

λ
logλ

(
λ−1

λ1−as −1

)
(16)

as = f −1
λ (xs) = 1− logλ

(
1+

λ−1

λxsλ/(λ−1)

)
(17)

For various degrees of color enhancement λ > 0, our tech-
nique encompasses previous methods of combining image
values. We now analyze the effect of combining instances
of the same color, with the same hue and tone angles, that
vary only in their color strengths as,bs ∈ [0,1). In this sit-
uation, fλ acts as a homomorphism on the color strength
values. Our default setting λ = e2 approximates the map-
ping xs = tanh−1(as) [SP83]. When λ → 1, our color scaling
xs = f1(as) =− ln(1−as) is the complement of the mapping
xs = lnas [OSS68,Fau79,JP01]. A positively weighted color
combination c = (v⊗a)⊕(w⊗b), for v ≥ 0 and w ≥ 0, has:

cs = 1− logλ

(
1+

(λ1−as −1)v(λ1−bs −1)w

(λ−1)v+w−1

)
(18)

For λ → 0, we get a selection operator cs = max(as , bs) re-
gardless of the weights. For λ → ∞, we get a clipped ad-
ditive combination cs = min(vas + wbs , 1). For λ → 1, we
get a multiplicative combination cs = 1− (1−as)v(1−bs)w.
In this case, color addition corresponds to a simple, prob-
abilistic model of composite image formation from the su-
perposition of independent components. It assumes that pix-
els are partially covered by uniformly distributed, identical
color particles of a given color. Color strength is taken to
be proportional to the probability of encountering a color
particle at a random point within the pixel, as = P [a] and
bs = P [b]. For color addition c = a⊕ b, observe that cs =
P [a

⋃
b] = P [a] + P [b]−P [a

⋂
b] = P [a] + P [b]−P [a]P [b]

matches cs = 1− (1−as)(1−bs) = as +bs −asbs. Alternate
image formation models exist [OSS68, Fau79, PD84, JP01].

3.3. Salience Preserving Image Blending

The goal of salience preserving blending is to produce a
composite that retains the most visually informative aspects
of its components. A salience map measures how much in-
formation each pixel contributes to the understanding of the
image. We use it to identify which pixels must be preserved
for a component image to remain recognizable in the com-
posite. We combine user specified opacity maps wn

p with
computer generated salience maps sn

p to produce salience
mattes wn

p
′. The salience mattes then replace the opacity

maps in linear image blending. Opacity prescribes the im-
portance of each component pixel relative to the same pixel
of the other components, while saliency describes the rele-
vance of each component pixel relative to the other pixels of
the same component. Typically, opacity maps are imprecise
but accurate, conveying user priorities for the composite lay-
out, while salience maps are precise but inaccurate, provid-
ing algorithmic refinement of the composite details. Without
needing detailed image mattes, our users can create compos-
ites that convey the salient details of their components.
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Figure 3: Image morphing cross dissolves geometrically
warped image sequences. Salience preserving pyramid
blending reduces the ghosting and contrast artifacts caused
by linear interpolation. At the 40% and 60% transitions,
salience helps keep the parrot’s blue feathers from fading.

For each component, a pixel’s relative salience sn
p
′ is its

given salience sn
p minus the weighted mean salience sp at that

pixel. We then examine the proportion of component pixels
that are less or equally salient than that pixel. We derive each
component’s ranked salience rn

p ∈ [0,1] using the cumulative
density function Φn(sn

p
′) of its relative salience values:

rn
p = Φn(s

n
p
′) for sn

p
′ = sn

p − sp and sp = ∑n wn
ps

n
p (19)

Finally, we calculate each salience matte wn
p
′. Its sharpness

is controlled by the parameter γ > 0, with default γ = 1. We
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apply a power law to the opacity weighted, ranked salience:

wn
p
′ =

(wn
pr

n
p)γ

∑n(wn
prn

p)γ (20)

Our method aims to globally maintain opacity while lo-
cally preserving salience. We analyze the dominance and
coverage properties of a uniform cross dissolve involving
two images with constant opacities w1

p = w and w2
p = 1−w.

Dominance: This is the proportion of pixels where the first
image contributes more to the composite than the second
image, w1

p
′
> w2

p
′. In linear cross dissolve, the first image

dominates the entire composite when w > 1
2 while the sec-

ond image dominates the entire composite when w < 1
2 . In

our cross dissolve, dominance is equal to the opacity.
Coverage: This is the average contribution that the first im-

age makes to the composite. In linear cross dissolve, the
average coverage is equal to the opacity. In our cross dis-
solve, with default γ = 1, the median coverage is equal to
the opacity. For any γ > 0, equal weights give equal cov-
erage to both images, E[w1

p
′] = E[w2

p
′] = 1

2 when w = 1
2 . As

the salience mattes approach binary masks with γ → ∞,
the average coverage approaches the opacity, E[w1

p
′]→ w.

Perceptual salience is usually evaluated by models of hu-
man vision that demand complicated calculations [IKN98].
In our experiments, we estimate salience by color entropy.
As a simple approximation to perceptual salience, our in-
formation theoretic salience produces surprisingly effective
results. We observe that uncommon colors tend to attract at-
tention and they typically belong to foreground objects. For
each component, we calculate a 3D RGB color histogram
smoothed using a 3D Gaussian filter. Its color sensitivity de-
pends on the smoothing bandwidth. Using the 3D color his-
togram, we convert pixel color probabilities hn

p to parameter-
ized color entropies sn

p =
(
1− (hn

p)
ω)/(ω ln2). The param-

eter ω ≥ 0 provides a way to calibrate the resulting salience
map, from logarithmic Shannon entropy sn

p = − log2 hn
p for

the default ω = 0 to linear probability of color absence
sn

p = (1−hn
p)/(ln2) for ω = 1. Finally, to reduce noise and

patch small holes, we use a median filter on the salience map.

3.4. Multiresolution Image Blending

Our methods are designed to support image blending over
a multiresolution image representation. This often produces
the best looking composites, especially for salience preserv-
ing blending. We represent the RGB color channels of the
component images with Laplacian pyramids and their opac-
ity maps with Gaussian pyramids [BA83]. Standard pyra-
mid blending uses linear interpolation to combine the cor-
responding coefficients of the Laplacian pyramids using the
weights specified by the Gaussian pyramids. For non-binary
image mattes, its results often appear identical to the linear
interpolation of pixel values. Contrast preserving pyramid
blending applies contrast preserving image blending at each

pyramid level. Color preserving pyramid blending first maps
colors to real values, then performs standard pyramid blend-
ing, and finally maps real values back to colors. Salience pre-
serving pyramid blending uses standard pyramid blending
with weights specified by salience mattes calculated at each
level from Gaussian pyramid representations of the compo-
nent images (the salience maps’ median filter size is reduced
by half at each level). Hence, the most informative aspects
of the component images are retained at each level of detail.
The resulting composite may display high frequency, salient
details and textures from one component together with low
frequency, salient structures and shading from another.

4. Results

The title page figure uses constant opacity maps to show
how salience preserving pyramid blending keeps both back-
ground and foreground sharp, avoiding the double exposure
typical of linear blending. Notice how the man’s chest re-
mains solid while the woman’s face fuses with the sky. This
effect could be tedious to create with traditional tools.

Consider Figure 1. Top: Our composites pick up on differ-
ent aspects of their components. Contrast preserving blend-
ing keeps the high contrast of the white flowers. Color pre-
serving blending favors the red sunset and the yellow flower.
Salience preserving blending highlights the yellow flower
and the rider. Middle: We show the effect of simple, user
defined, opacity maps. On the left, salience preserving pyra-
mid blending adapts to the imprecise opacity map, reducing
the fringe around the windmill seen in the linear composite.
On the right, contrast preserving pyramid blending keeps no-
ticeably more contrast. Color preserving pyramid blending
keeps the yellow tone. Salience preserving pyramid blend-
ing keeps the lower arches and treetops. We then combine
all these benefits into one image. Bottom: We use the mean
standard deviation of the RGB color channels to gauge how
our methods affect contrast in a uniform cross dissolve.

Consider Figure 4. Top: We demonstrate how our meth-
ods can simultaneously show object interiors and exteriors.
Middle left: Trilinear filtering is a common way of produc-
ing mipmaps. It causes texture contrast to sharply dip be-
tween mipmap levels. When rendering mipmapped textures,
contrast preserving blending can be used to maintain texture
contrast between mipmap levels, avoiding sudden changes
in contrast as the resolution varies. Middle right: Salience
preserving pyramid blending makes superimposed objects
appear solid. Bottom: Contrast and color preserving image
blending can be used in image filtering. To apply contrast
preserving filtering, we filter the image normally and then
linearly stretch each color channel about its mean to regain
the contrast of the input. To apply color preserving filter-
ing, we map colors to real values, filter them, and then map
real values back to colors. This example shows the results of
Gaussian smoothing. The color preserving smoothing (we
used λ = e−8) exhibits an interesting edge preserving effect.
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Figure 4: Top left: Salience preserving pyramid blending is highly sensitive to image content. A blend of 95% exterior and
5% interior images is sufficient to render a translucent computer case. Top upper right: Compared to linear blending, salience
preserving pyramid blending produces a much more dramatic anatomical composite. Top lower right: Color preserving blend-
ing can take advantage of non-convex image weights. As a result, the church windows appear sharp and bright. Middle left:
Trilinear interpolation is used to generate mipmap textures. The graph illustrates how applying contrast preserving blending
between mipmap levels maintains contrast of the intermediate textures, while normal trilinear interpolation artificially reduces
texture contrast. Middle right: Salience preserving pyramid blending is applied to motion visualization. Bottom left and right:
Color and contrast preserving blending can assist in image filtering. In this experiment, we use them for Gaussian smoothing.
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Naturally, all our methods work better on some images
than others. The advantage of contrast preserving blending
over nonlinear methods is that linear color mappings tend
to cause less color distortion. Its disadvantage is that it may
map a small proportion of colors out of gamut. The advan-
tage of color preserving blending is that it upholds all the
algebraic properties of linear interpolation as well as sup-
ports compositing general linear combinations of images. Its
disadvantage is that it is not adaptive to image content. The
advantage of salience preserving blending is that it can cre-
ate effective composites using very simple opacity maps. Its
disadvantage is that it is limited by the ability of the salience
maps to distinguish the essential from the superfluous.

5. Conclusion

In many contexts, combining information by linear interpo-
lation results in reduced variation. To address this longstand-
ing problem, we reformulate linear interpolation by applying
statistical analysis, vector algebra, and information theory. In
effect, we show how to better preserve contrast, color, and
salience when blending images. Our methods improve the
artist’s control over the appearance of composite images.
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